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with Pinterest Shopping Objective
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CLIENT
An e-Commerce company in wedding industry.

CHALLENGE
A limited amount of in-house creative resources, 
combined with low CTRs for existing Pinterest creative 
due to high competition in the vertical, resulted in the 
client’s inability to scale on the platform and maintain 
efficiency. 

SOLUTION
To correct under-delivery of Pinterest ads and allow 
for scale, the 3Q team decided to leverage the client’s 
extensive product feed to prospect for additional clients 
using Pinterest’s shopping objective.

Released in March 2018, the shopping objective allows 
marketers to use product feed images rather than 
completely new images as pins. This lessens the burden 
of creative development substantially. In addition, the 
shopping objective dynamically links search queries to 
descriptive copy within the catalog and then serves the ad 
in the search feed. This ensures that sponsored pins are 
being shown to the most qualified users.

RESULTS
To compare performance, we ran traffic and shopping 
objectives over a 1-month period. We started with 
equal spend initially, but then shifted budgets based on 
performance and delivery.

We found that the shopping objective drove a significantly 
higher CTR compared to the traffic objective (0.72% versus 
0.20%). CVR was higher for the traffic objective, but because of 
the high CTR we were able to significantly decrease our bids, 
resulting in an lower CPC and a 11% decrease in CPA. Due to 
this, we shifted more spend towards the shopping objective.

CONCLUSION
For brands that don’t have extensive creative resources or the 
budget to create them, initiatives like Pinterest’s shopping 
objective are a great solution that is effective and investment-
efficient.
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